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3.1 Ideal Gases
Assumptions:Assumptions: 
1) The molecules of an ideal gas do not occupy any space, they 

are infinitesimally small. 
2) No attractive forces exist between the molecules so that the2) No attractive forces exist between the molecules so that the 

molecules move completely independently of each other. 
3) The gas molecules move in random, straight-line motion,  and 

the collisions between the molecules, and between the 
molecules and the walls of the container ate perfectly elastic.  

Ideal Gas Law  pV = nRT



From pV=nRT

Straight lines for 
various constant 
value of V̂

Hyperbola for various 
constant value of 
temperature (T). value of    . V p ( )
 p    = constantV̂

Straight lines for 
various constant 
value of pressure (p). 



Standard conditions or standard temperature and pressure
(S.C. or S.T.P.)

E ample Calc late the ol me (in m3) of 40 kg of CO gas at aExample : Calculate the volume (in m3) of 40 kg of CO2 gas at a 
standard condition assuming that CO2 acts as an ideal gas.

Solution :

**V of gas 1 mole = 22.4 dm3 at STP**



Ratio of gas law 

** first and second condition all parameters must have the 
same unitsame unit. 

** the pressure has to be handle with care, as it has to be 
“absolute pressure”. 

Example : Calculate the volume occupied by 88 lb of CO2 at 15 
C and a pressure of 32.2 ft of water.



Solution :
n of both states are cancelled out

State 1 : S.T.P. State 2 : values change

basis : 88 lb of CO2

p1/p2

T2/T1V1



Density & specific gravity of Gas
Density :  mass per unit volume at a certain temperature and 
pressure
sp gr :  ratio of the density of gas at a desired temperature and 
pressure to that of air (or other specific reference gas) at a certain p ( p g )
temperature and pressure.  

 be careful when using the given “specific gravity” and 
“density” of gas as you must know the pressure and temperaturedensity  of gas, as you must know the pressure and temperature 
of the interested gas and reference gas.

Example: What is the density of N2 gas at 27 C and 100 kPa in SI 
units?units? 



Example : what is the specific gravity of N2 at 80 F and 745 
mmHg compared to air at 80 F and 745 mm Hg? 

Solution :  calculate the density of N2 and air 

 Try 28/29 =? …….. 

HW: Why the molecular weight of air is 29 g/mole ? 



From the previous example if you try to calculate the sp.gr. 
from only calculate the ratio of the molecular weight of gas, you 
could get the sp gr as well as using the “Ideal Gas Law”could get the sp.gr. as well as using the Ideal Gas Law

**volume of gas (   ) is a volume per mole NOT volume per mass**g ( ) p p

Then, 



3.2 Ideal gas mixtures and partial pressure
Partial pressure of Dalton, pi  the pressure that would be p pi p

exerted by a single component in a gaseous mixture if it existed 
alone in the same volume as that occupied by the mixture and at 
the same temperature of the mixturethe same temperature of the mixture

divide by ideal gas law

where pi is the partial pressure of component i in the mixture 

y g

where yi is the mole fraction of component i in the mixture 



Example: A gas used to extinguish fires is composed of 80% CO2
and 20% N2. it is stored in a 2 m3 tank at 200 kPa and 25 C.
What is the partial pressure of the CO in the tank in kPa?What is the partial pressure of the CO2 in the tank in kPa?

Solution:

pi = ptotal(yi)



Example: A natural gas has the following composition by volume:
CH4 94.1%
N 3 0%N2 3.0%
H2 1.9 %
O2 1.0 %

100 %100 %
This gas is piped from the well at a temperature of 20 C and
pressure of 30 psig. Calculate the partial pressure of the oxygen.p p g p p yg

Solution:Solution:



Example: The contents of a gas cylinder are found to contain 20%
CO2, 60% O2 and 20% N2 at a pressure of 740 mmHg and at 20
C What are the partial pressures of each components? If theC. What are the partial pressures of each components? If the
temperature is raised to 40 C, what will the new partial pressures
of each component will be?

Solution:



3.3 Material balances involving ideal gas
In the material balances, if gases are involved. Then the g

problem solving has to take it into account. Thus the pressure and 
temperature must be stated. 

Example: Material Balance without reaction

G t 15 C d 105 kP i fl i th h i lGas at 15 C and 105 kPa is flowing through an irregular 
duct. To determine the rate of flow of the gas, CO2 from a tank is 
passed into the gas stream. The gas analysed 1.2% CO2 by p g g y 2 y
volume before and 3.4% CO2 by volume after the addition. As the 
CO2 that was injected left the tank, it was passed through a 
rotameter and found to flow at the rate of 0 0917 m3/min at 7 Crotameter, and found to flow at the rate of 0.0917 m /min at 7 C 
and 131 kPa. What was the rate of flow of the entering gas in the 
duct in cubic meters per minute?  



Solution:

Volumetric flow rate





3.3 Real gas: Compressibility 
Words that you should knowy

“corresponding state, critical state and reduced variables”

Corresponding stateCorresponding state
Real gas  gas that the ideal gas law could not be applied. 

e g if you compress Ar gas to 1000 atm the density of Are.g. if you compress Ar gas to 1000 atm, the density of Ar

gas will be about the same as water, while the state of Ar is gas. 

But the ideal gas law could not be used. 

the critical point is considered, which is the point at 

maximum temperature and at corresponding pressure at which 

liquid and gas are coexist.q g





3.4 Critical state 
Consider the CO2 diagram below; 2 g

Point C  the maximum temperature that liquid and gas can coexist inPoint C  the maximum temperature that liquid and gas can coexist in 
equilibrium. So that the critical temperature of CO2 is at 31 oC, with the 
corresponding pressure of 72.9 atm.

** at 50 oC the graph is almost hyperbola, thus the ideal gas law might be 
applied.**



3.4 Reduced Variables
Some parameters, i.e. temperature, pressure and volume, p p p

have to be corrected (normalised) by divided by their respective 
critical conditions as;

No accurate correction

use

No accurate correction

use

or                                        instead.

z is compressibility factor



3.4 Compressibility
Real gas law (generalised equation of state)g (g q )



3.5 Compressibility chart
Pictures below show the “generalised compressibility g p y

chart”, which will be used for about 30 gases (except H2, He, NH3
and H2O) 





For H2 and He (only), psudocritical constant of temperature 
Tc and of pressure pc need to be made before using the chart by; 

And be careful to use the charts!!! Dimensionless

You may see this

h i th id l iti l l d i l l t d fwhere       is the ideal critical volume and is calculated from 



Example :



Example : A hospital tank of 0.0284 m3 volume is filled with 3.5 kg 
of liquid O2 that will vaporise at -25 C. Will the pressure in the 
tank exceed the safety limit of the tank specified as 104 kPa?tank exceed the safety limit of the tank specified as 104 kPa?

Solution : basis 3.5 kg of O2

from the Table D.1, find the critical conditions



3.6 Equations of state
 another ways to predict real gas conditions.y p g



Examples of Equations of state
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4.1 Fluid Mechanics 
The behaviour of the fluids is important to process engineering.
U d di fl id i i l i d l h blUnderstanding fluids is essential in order to solve the problems 
that may occur on the movement of fluid in the pipes, pumps and 
all kind of process equipments. p q p
two types of fluid mechanics, which are  

1) fluid static – treat fluid in the equilibrium state of no1) fluid static – treat fluid in the equilibrium state of no  
shear stress

2) fluid dynamic – treat fluid when portion of the fluid 
i ti l ti t th thare in motion relative to the other 

parts. 



4.1 Fluid Mechanics 



4.2 Fluid Flow Phenomena

-Behaviour of flowing fluid strongly depends on the condition if the 

fluid is under the influent of solid boundary or not.fluid is under the influent of solid boundary or not. 

If the effect of solid boundary is small the shear stress may be-If the effect of solid boundary is small, the shear stress may be 

ignored  this condition is so called “potential flow” = ideal flow, 

which is described by the newtonian mechanic and conservation 

of mass. Newtonian flow 1) no circulation or eddy occurs

2) friction can not develop 



-in case of incompressible fluid under solid boundary effect

1) the coupling of velocity-gradient and shear-stress fields1) the coupling of velocity gradient and shear stress fields

2) the onset turbulence 

3) the formation and growth of boundary layers3) the formation and growth of boundary layers

4) separation of boundary layers from contact with the solid 

boundary



Chapter 3 of 
W.L.McCape, “Unit Operation of Chemical 
E i i ”Engineering” 


